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Movies

Here are some movies playing currently! Watch them adverb!

Fantastic Noun

Brilliant scientist Reed Richards builds a device that allows users to verb int to an alternate

Noun , but an experiment involving it goes wrong and leaves him and his three teammates with unusual

superpowers. The quartet are then forced to work together to Verb - Base Form an enemy from their past.

This reboot of the iconic Marvel superhero team stars Miles Teller as Richards (who becomes Mr.

Adjective , able to bend and stretch his Noun into impossible Noun - Plural ), Michael B.

Jordan as Johnny Storm (aka the Human Noun , whose body can verb int in Noun - Plural

), Kate Mara as Sue Storm (aka the Adjective Woman -- no explanation needed), and Jamie Bell as Ben

Grimm (who is transformed into the rock Noun known as The Noun ). Directed by Josh Trank,

who previously worked with Jordan on the superhero film Chronicle

The Noun

Can you really go through life having never Verb - Past Tense anyone? Even if you are unaware of how, or

when, and even who you may have same verb ....chances are there is someone out there who won't ever

forget



it...or you. Simon (Jason Bateman) and Robyn (Rebecca Hall) are a young married couple whose life is going

just as planned until a chance encounter with an Noun from Simon's high school sends their world into

a harrowing tailspin. Simon doesn't recognize Gordo (Joel Edgerton) at first, but after a seemingly coincidental

series of Noun - Plural proves troubling, a horrifying secret from their past is uncovered after nearly 20

years. As Robyn learns the unsettling truth about what happened between Simon and Gordo, she starts to

question: how well do we really know the Noun - Plural closest to Noun , and are past bygones

ever really bygones?

Ricki and the Noun

Three-time Academy Award(r) winner Meryl Streep goes Adjective and takes on a whole new gig - a

Adjective singer/ profession - for Oscar(r)-winning director Jonathan Demme and Academy

Award(r)-winning screenwriter Diablo Cody in the uplifting comedy Ricki and the Flash. In a film loaded with

Noun - Plural and live performance, Streep stars as Ricki, a guitar heroine who gave up everything for her

dream of rock-and-roll stardom, but is now returning home to make things right with her family. Streep stars

opposite her real-life daughter Mamie Gummer, who plays her fictional daughter; Rick Springfield, who takes

on the role of a Flash member in love with Ricki; and Kevin Kline, who portrays Ricki's long-suffering ex-

husband.
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